
Aim: How did Napoleon Bonaparte rise to power toward the 
end of the French Revolution?

Get Going: What do you already know about 
Napoleon?  How do you know these things?





1.   What led Napoleon to a life in the military?

    

                    

1.    Describe Napoleon’s first major military success.

1.    Discuss Napoleon’s successes and failures abroad.

   

1.   Why was his failure in Egypt against the British not published?

1.     What happened in 1799 (the coup d’état)? Be descriptive. 

    

1.    Describe Europe in 1802 and make a prediction regarding what you think will happen next.



Let's not forget 
about this!





Even though he 
failed and even 
abandoned his 
troops in Egypt, 
no one knew 
about it!

He was actually voted in!



Napoleon went along with the idea that he was going to be the 
"elected" leader of France, but he knew regardless of what 
anyone thought, he wasn't going anywhere. 



He had no intention of returning to the ways of Louis XVI, and did 
indeed want to continue some of the changes of the revolution.  
But he had some problems to deal with. What do you think the 
first issue Napoleon had to deal with was (think of the problems 
before and during the French Revolution).  





The Economy

Set up efficient tax collecting

Created a national bank



Social Issues He signed a concordat 
with the Pope and 
established a new 
relationship with the 
church.  The government 
recognized the influence 
of the church, but the 
Church could not control 
national affairs!  
Everyone was happy with 
this agreement.
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Confucius



Napoleon however, was most proud of his "Napoleonic 
Code", which were a comprehensive system of laws:









• French citizens, at least male citizens, were equal before the law and 
could freely exercise their rights. 

• They could practice free speech and religious dissent, and they were 
entitled to property rights, including 'the right to enjoy and to dispose of 
one's property in the most absolute fashion.' 

• Furthermore, the privileges of the aristocracy, including the feudal 
systems, were wiped out. All Frenchmen, at least in theory, had equal 
standing despite their class or wealth.

Napoleonic Code- The "Positives"



Limited liberty- promoted 
authority over individual 
rights, restricted 
freedom of speech and of 
the press, and brought 
back slavery in the 
French colonies of the 
Caribbean.

Negatives





In 1804, Napoleon decided to make himself emperor, 
and the French voters supported him. On December 2, 
1804, dressed in a splendid robe of purple velvet, 
Napoleon walked down the long aisle of Notre Dame 
Cathedral in Paris. The pope waited for him with a 
glittering crown. As thousands watched, the new 
emperor took the crown from the pope and placed it 
on his own head. 





With this gesture, Napoleon signaled that he was more 
powerful than the Church, which had traditionally 
crowned the rulers of France.



Write a letter to Napoleon warning him about his arrogant 
behavior.  In this letter, you must use the word "Hubris".  
Hubris is defined as excessive pride or self-confidence.  

Dear Napoleon, 

noun


